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•• Basic ideasBasic ideas

•• Derivations of the wakefield introduced by a incident beam particle Derivations of the wakefield introduced by a incident beam particle 
and stopping power perturbation due to collective effectand stopping power perturbation due to collective effect

•• Estimation of collective perturbation in muon ionization cooling (MIC) Estimation of collective perturbation in muon ionization cooling (MIC) 
with LH2 as the absorberwith LH2 as the absorber

•• Estimation of collective perturbation in plasma medium with density Estimation of collective perturbation in plasma medium with density 
comparable to beam densitycomparable to beam density

•• ConclusionsConclusions

•• ReferencesReferences
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Coordinate system & unitsCoordinate system & units

•• Cylindrical coordinate system with    the Cylindrical coordinate system with    the 
direction of motion of the incident particle. direction of motion of the incident particle. 

•• All units GaussianAll units Gaussian
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Basic ideas Basic ideas 

•• As a charged particle beam passes through matter, it polarizes As a charged particle beam passes through matter, it polarizes 
and ionizes the matter. The polarized electrons in matter then and ionizes the matter. The polarized electrons in matter then 
build up wakefields thatbuild up wakefields that interact back on the incident beam interact back on the incident beam 
particles particles (density effect of matter [3]).(density effect of matter [3]).

•• The wakefields of all the beam particles then superpose The wakefields of all the beam particles then superpose 
together, bring collective perturbation to the stopping power of together, bring collective perturbation to the stopping power of 
beam particles.beam particles.
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where                                      is the wave number,  and       is the where                                      is the wave number,  and       is the 
transverse wave number ,      is along the transverse wave number ,      is along the direction of particle direction of particle 
momentummomentum,                 is the ,                 is the complexcomplex dielectric constant in matter which dielectric constant in matter which 
is a function of wave number and frequency.  Note that if replacing        is a function of wave number and frequency.  Note that if replacing        
by               , one obtains the potential purely generated by the polarized by               , one obtains the potential purely generated by the polarized 
electrons.electrons.

Derivation of wake electric fieldDerivation of wake electric field
•• In lab frame, the polarized electrons and the incident particle set up the In lab frame, the polarized electrons and the incident particle set up the 

wake potential at               , which can be expressed as [1,2]:wake potential at               , which can be expressed as [1,2]:

•• The electric wakefield produced by the wake potential above in the The electric wakefield produced by the wake potential above in the 
center of mass frame can be computed by:center of mass frame can be computed by:
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Derivation (cont.)Derivation (cont.)

•• In dispersive media, the dielectric constant is a complex number, In dispersive media, the dielectric constant is a complex number, 
In the highIn the high--velocity case that we are discussing, the wakefield velocity case that we are discussing, the wakefield 
frequency is high and the inverse of dielectric constant takes the frequency is high and the inverse of dielectric constant takes the 
form form [3]::
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Derivation (cont.)Derivation (cont.)

where                                     is the plasma frequency,     is the where                                     is the plasma frequency,     is the 
damping constant and damping constant and 

•• After path integration around the poles in complex plane we After path integration around the poles in complex plane we 
have (approximately):have (approximately):
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Derivation (cont.)Derivation (cont.)

•• The 2The 2ndnd terms in Eq. terms in Eq. (1.6) & & (1.7) come from vector potential. come from vector potential. 
They are in fact ignorable because they are much smaller than They are in fact ignorable because they are much smaller than 
the contribution of electric potential (the 1the contribution of electric potential (the 1stst terms)terms)
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Collective perturbationCollective perturbation

•• Based on Eq. Based on Eq. (1.6) andand (1.7) ,  one can conclude that the wakefield ,  one can conclude that the wakefield 
induced by an incident charged particle oscillates with the plasma induced by an incident charged particle oscillates with the plasma 
frequency       .frequency       . In other words, only the wave with              can In other words, only the wave with              can 
propagate in the media.propagate in the media.

•• Because the wakefield is a function of time, source location and target Because the wakefield is a function of time, source location and target 
location, if the wakefields of incident particles happen to coherently location, if the wakefields of incident particles happen to coherently 
interfere at the target location, it might have noninterfere at the target location, it might have non--ignorable impulse on ignorable impulse on 
the beam particle at that location. Then the stopping power of that beam the beam particle at that location. Then the stopping power of that beam 
particle may be perturbed.particle may be perturbed.

•• For a For a twotwo--particlesparticles--systemsystem (#1, #2) with small velocity deviation, the (#1, #2) with small velocity deviation, the 
total stopping power can be described by:                                                    total stopping power can be described by:                                                    
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Collective perturbation (cont.)Collective perturbation (cont.)

where                      is the velocity of incident particle #2,       &      are the where                      is the velocity of incident particle #2,       &      are the 
charges of particle #1 & #2, respectively. The two particles are separated charges of particle #1 & #2, respectively. The two particles are separated 
by vector                     where     in     and    in    . From Eq. by vector                     where     in     and    in    . From Eq. (1.8) one can tell one can tell 
that the crossthat the cross--term with          is the perturbation due to the twoterm with          is the perturbation due to the two--particleparticle--
interference.  (Fig. 1) shows its strength as a function of separation interference.  (Fig. 1) shows its strength as a function of separation 
normalized to the shielding length                 , w/             , averaged over all normalized to the shielding length                 , w/             , averaged over all 
directions in 3directions in 3--D space:                                                                      D space:                                                                      
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Collective perturbation (cont.)Collective perturbation (cont.)

•• We can see that the interference strength drops very fast to almost zero We can see that the interference strength drops very fast to almost zero 
within a few shielding lengths and has small within a few shielding lengths and has small oscillationsoscillations in distance.in distance.

Fig. 1
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Estimation for MICEstimation for MIC

•• As an example, assuming 200 MeV/c muon beam, which will be commonly As an example, assuming 200 MeV/c muon beam, which will be commonly 
used in muon ionization cooling channel; LH2 absorber and 1.5e11 used in muon ionization cooling channel; LH2 absorber and 1.5e11 
muons/bunch. In the most aggressive cooling scheme proposed by David muons/bunch. In the most aggressive cooling scheme proposed by David 
Neuffer [4],                              with 0.05 mm in radius and 30 cm (~1 nsec) Neuffer [4],                              with 0.05 mm in radius and 30 cm (~1 nsec) 
length of beam; targeting a muon particle in the bunch, considering the length of beam; targeting a muon particle in the bunch, considering the 
contributions of the wakefields of other particles in a sphere of radius contributions of the wakefields of other particles in a sphere of radius r, , by by 
analytical computation,analytical computation, compared to the compared to the stopping power of a single stopping power of a single 
particle w/o collective effect by Bethe formula[5]particle w/o collective effect by Bethe formula[5], and assuming uniform , and assuming uniform 
beam, we have:beam, we have:

ØØ At                          , perturbation fraction:At                          , perturbation fraction: 0.003%0.003%
ØØ At                           , perturbation fraction:At                           , perturbation fraction: 4.8%4.8%
ØØ At                           , perturbation fraction:At                           , perturbation fraction: 2.3%2.3%
ØØ At                           , perturbation fraction:At                           , perturbation fraction: 3.4%3.4%

In this case the shielding length is in the order of In this case the shielding length is in the order of 1.e1.e--5 mm, much smaller 5 mm, much smaller 
than the average separation of beam particles. than the average separation of beam particles. Also it is not surprising that Also it is not surprising that 
the perturbation is oscillating because of Fig. 1the perturbation is oscillating because of Fig. 1
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Estimation for MIC (cont.)Estimation for MIC (cont.)

•• OOPICPro [6] developed by OOPICPro [6] developed by 
TechTech--X Corporation is able to X Corporation is able to 
simulate the charged particle simulate the charged particle 
beam passing through matter. beam passing through matter. 
However, in ionization cooling, However, in ionization cooling, 
because the electron density because the electron density 
in LHin LH2 2 is much larger than that is much larger than that 
of the incident muon beam, the of the incident muon beam, the 
polarization is almost invisible polarization is almost invisible 
(Fig. 2), and results in small (Fig. 2), and results in small 
collective perturbation. It is collective perturbation. It is 
consistent with our numerical consistent with our numerical 
computation.computation.

Fig. 2
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Estimation for plasma mediumEstimation for plasma medium
•• As the incident beam density is comparable to the preAs the incident beam density is comparable to the pre--ionized plasma density, this ionized plasma density, this 
collective effect could be important. The longitudinal oncollective effect could be important. The longitudinal on--axis wake electric field axis wake electric field 
computed by OOPICPro (Fig. 3) is on the same order of our analytical solution. computed by OOPICPro (Fig. 3) is on the same order of our analytical solution. 
Assuming a 200 MeV/c Gaussian muon beam, with density Assuming a 200 MeV/c Gaussian muon beam, with density 5e13 cm5e13 cm--33, standard , standard 
derivation 1 mm in all three directions; and plasma density derivation 1 mm in all three directions; and plasma density 4.28e12 cm4.28e12 cm--33, we obtain , we obtain 
the peak longitudinal onthe peak longitudinal on--axis wake electric field to be ~ axis wake electric field to be ~ 1.e8 V/m 1.e8 V/m by simulation; and by simulation; and 
analytical solution (Fig. 4) has ~ analytical solution (Fig. 4) has ~ 4.e8 V/m4.e8 V/m. The reason why there is a factor of 4 is . The reason why there is a factor of 4 is 
being investigated.being investigated.

Fig. 3 Fig. 4
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ConclusionsConclusions

•• Cooling happens when there exists a Cooling happens when there exists a resistive forceresistive force along the direction along the direction 
of motion of each incident particle. In ionization cooling, the wake force of motion of each incident particle. In ionization cooling, the wake force 
due to matter polarization can serve as the required resistive force, due to matter polarization can serve as the required resistive force, 
other than the single particle cooling scheme which has been wellother than the single particle cooling scheme which has been well--
established, It is a collective effect and needs to be studied. established, It is a collective effect and needs to be studied. 

•• Both analytical computation and simulation indicate that in muon Both analytical computation and simulation indicate that in muon 
ionization cooling, the collective effect of multiple beam particles due to ionization cooling, the collective effect of multiple beam particles due to 
matter polarization is matter polarization is notnot important.important.

•• In wakefield acceleration, because the beam density is comparable to In wakefield acceleration, because the beam density is comparable to 
the prethe pre--ionized plasma (matter) density, this effect could be significant. ionized plasma (matter) density, this effect could be significant. 
More investigation needs to be done to figure out its importance.More investigation needs to be done to figure out its importance.
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